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In the face of dramatic increases in data communications
on by the widespread adoption of smartphones, constructing and operating an always-connected network at a rea-
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sonable cost has become a common issue for many network
operators. NTT DOCOMO has undertaken the development
of an always-connected network that can reduce network
CAPEX and OPEX by applying virtualization technology.
This article describes issues and activities surrounding virtualization technology at NTT DOCOMO.

1. Introduction

NTT DOCOMO aims to resolve this

communications software is generated

issue through Network Functions Vir-

in the form of components on that vir-

tualisation

(NFV)*1

that applies virtu-

tual hardware. In addition, NTT DOCOMO

traffic continues to increase due to the

alization technology to a carrier net-

also applies Software-Defined Net-

widespread adoption of smartphones,

work. Virtualization technology in NFV

working (SDN)*3, a network technolo-

and the communication characteristics

logically integrates and divides hard-

gy having a correspondence with virtu-

of always-on smartphones is making it

ware resources (CPUs, memory, and

alization technology, to the communi-

The volume of data communications

difficult to predict traffic fluctuations.

HDDs) to create a resource

irre-

cations software dynamically deployed

Under these conditions, constructing an

spective of the physical hardware con-

on general-purpose hardware to ensure

always-connected network at a reason-

figuration thereby enabling all sorts of

network reachability and secure neces-

able cost to achieve a reliable social in-

communications software to run on

sary bandwidth.

frastructure or prepare for a large-scale

shared general-purpose hardware. With

During times of normal network

disaster has become a common issue

this technology, virtual hardware is con-

operation, these technologies help to

for many network operators.

figured within the resource pool and

improve network usage efficiency, and
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traffic and sudden changes in traffic characteristics brought

pool*2

*1

NFV: Achieving a carrier network on generalpurpose hardware through virtualization technology.
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at the time of a disaster, they can auto-

on the application of virtualization

virtual layer (hypervisor*6) installed on

matically expand the capacity of net-

technology. We also describe elemental

a unit of general-purpose hardware

work facilities and improve the ease of

virtualization technologies and a new

with the result that the software can op-

connection.

network issue associated with NFV.

erate irrespective of hardware charac-

Furthermore, in contrast to the conventional method of constructing net-
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work facilities beforehand based on

teristics.

2. What is Virtualization
Technology?

Virtualization technology makes it
possible to regard hardware resources

predicted levels of traffic, virtualization

In the past, communications soft-

(such as CPUs, memory, and HDDs)

technology enables resources to be al-

ware used by network operators to pro-

constrained by a physical configuration

located in response to current traffic

vide services could run only on dedi-

as a resource pool that bundles together

conditions. This results in network op-

cated hardware. This was because dedi-

a large amount of hardware (Figure 1).

erations achieved by reasonable CAPi-

cated hardware optimized to the charac-

It enables hardware resources situated

teristics of that communications soft-

on any general-purpose hardware with-

ware was needed to satisfy carrier grade

in the resource pool to be used as com-

In this article, we provide an over-

requirements such as high reliability

ponents in the configuring of a Virtual

view of virtualization technology, pre-

and high performance. Virtualization

Machine (VM)*7. In this way, it is no

sent current issues facing network op-

technology, in contrast, enables commu-

longer a question of securing hardware

erators, and describe a solution based

nications software to be deployed on the

resources on specific facilities since

tal EXpenditure

(CAPEX)*4

ating EXpense (OPEX)*

and OPer-
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*2

*3

Resource pool: The bundling of many units
of hardware to form a set of resources (CPUs,
memory, HDDs, etc.) held by each piece of
hardware. Various types of virtual machines
can be created from a resource pool.
SDN: Generic name for technology that ena-
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*4
*5

Resource pool

bles centralized control of communications devices through software.
CAPEX: Amount of money expended for hardware and hardware installation.
OPEX: Amount of money expended for maintaining and operating facilities.

*6

*7

Hypervisor: A control program for creating
and running virtual machines—a type of virtualization technology.
VM: A computer created in a virtual manner by
software.
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they can now be secured from a re-

halt due to congestion, services would

vices, increases CAPEX. Additionally,

source pool, which improves the usage

be disabled for at least several

the need for maintenance personnel

efficiency of facilities. This is why vir-

hours, which would simply magnify

to replace faulty equipment to re-

tualization technology has been attract-

the problem. In short, there is no

store redundancy as soon as possible

ing attention in recent years as a solu-

other way in such a situation but to

drives up OPEX.

tion to issues currently faced by net-

choose the action that would mini-

work operators.

mize the impact on services.

NTT DOCOMO is making it possi-

(2) Risk at times of equipment

4. Solution: Apply
Virtualization Technology to
Communications Networks

ble to achieve “easy connection at times

failure

of congestion,” “improved reliability,”

Systems are given a redundant

The benefits of introducing virtual-

and “early provision of services,” at a

configuration so that services can

ization technology to carrier networks

reasonable cost by applying virtualiza-

continue unimpeded even if some

are described below for each of the is-

tion technology to communications net-

equipment experiences problems or

sues described above.

works.

failures. However, in the interval

3. Issues Facing Network
Operators

between the occurrence of such problems or failures and the replacement

4.1 Connecting at Times of
Congestion

of the faulty equipment, redundan-

In the past, data communications

One mission of a network operator

cy is lost. Thus, if another failure

traffic would have to be discarded to

is to provide a sense of reassurance in

should occur before that equipment

prevent a capacity overload in network

the form of an “always connected” and

has been completely replaced, ser-

facilities. From here on, however, it

“always usable” communications net-

vice continuity becomes difficult.

will be possible to apply a method

work that serves as a social infrastruc-

(3) Difficulty of prompt facility

called “scaling” (see section 5.2). In

ture. However, there are four issues that

support

this method, the inflow of traffic large

need to be addressed to instill confi-

The provision of new services

enough to exceed facility capacity will

or the addition of facilities in re-

trigger the automatic installation of

sponse to increasing traffic demand

communications software on general-

congestion

requires the development of new

purpose hardware on which no such

When a disaster or other unex-

dedicated hardware and planning,

software is currently running. This will

pected event causes a massive num-

procurement, installation, etc. toward

have the effect of increasing facility

ber of calls to be attempted all at

the deployment of new facilities.

capacity in a short period of time. As a

once, the possibility exists that data

These measures require time to ex-

result, traffic that in the past would

communications traffic exceeding

ecute, which makes prompt facility

have to be discarded out of necessity

facility capacity will flow into the

support difficult.

can now be processed normally making

network. At this time, some of that

(4) Increase in facility/operation costs

for ease of connection.

traffic will have to be discarded be-

The high price of dedicated

fore capacity overload occurs. This

hardware for running communica-

is because, if network facilities

tions software, which is used by a

should reach the point of a system

network operator to provide ser-

dence in users.
(1) Connection control at times of

4.2 Improving Reliability of
Communications Services
In a conventional network, the oc-
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currence of an equipment failure meant

deal with growing demand, a method

addition, equipment redundancy lost at

that equipment redundancy would be

called “instantiation” (see section 5.4)

the time of an equipment failure can be

lost until replacement of that unit by

will enable communications software to

restored by the healing method. There

maintenance personnel in the field was

be promptly deployed on general-purpose

is therefore no obstacle to service con-

completed. Now, at the time of equip-

hardware facilities deployed before-

tinuity, which means that the replace-

ment failure, a method called “healing”

hand (Figure 2). This is a great ad-

ment of faulty units can be carried out

(see section 5.3) will enable redundan-

vantage for operators who wish to de-

in batch at a later date thereby reducing

cy to be restored promptly by automati-

velop and roll out new services prompt-

OPEX as well.

cally moving communications software

ly or scale down or withdraw services.

to good hardware. This approach minimizes the risk of a service shutdown
thereby improving reliability.

4.4 Cost-efficient Network
Facilities and Operations
Thanks to technological advances

4.3 Early Provision of Services

5. NFV Elemental
Technologies
5.1 Differences with Ordinary
Virtualization Technologies

in recent years, it has become possible

In an IT world in which Web ser-

Adding new equipment took a rela-

to lower costs through a transition from

vices are now mainstream, cloud*8 op-

tively long time in the past. In the fu-

dedicated hardware to general-purpose

eration based on server virtualization is

ture network, the shared use of inex-

hardware and to reduce the amount of

a sensible approach. In the world of

pensive general-purpose hardware will

required facilities through effective uti-

communications, however, communica-

enable a variety of communications

lization of hardware resources. As a re-

tions software often takes on a structure

software to be executed. Specifically, to

sult, excess facilities can be greatly re-

that requires complex coordination with-

facilitate the launching of new services

duced compared to conventional sys-

in a software group to provide services.

and addition of new functions and to

tems and CAPEX can be lowered. In

Appropriate startup procedures and con-

Before application of NFV
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Hardware planning

After application of NFV
・Prepare and set up general-purpose hardware
beforehand
・Service can be launched by simply installing
communications software and testing
Virtualisation
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Software
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Virtualization
processing
system

Virtualisation
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Hardware
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Virtualization
processing
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Hardware

Software installation/setting
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Hardware
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Figure 2

Early provision of services

*8
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Cloud: A format and mechanism for providing
services over the network. Server resources can
be allocated according to demand making for
high scalability.
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trol are needed in accordance with the

prove processing power is called a

software structure and high reliability is

“scale-out” operation and deleting VMs

required.

to cut back on processing power is
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5.3 Healing

called a “scale-in” operation.

In this regard, the following de-

Next, improving the reliability of

scribes elemental technologies using

In addition, both “auto-scaling” and

communications services can be achieved

typical use cases. A more detailed de-

“manual scaling” are possible. In the

by a technique called “healing.” In the

scription of architecture and workflow

former, the system automatically exe-

event of a hardware or VM failure, this

is provided by another special article in

cutes scaling, while in the latter, mainte-

technique moves the VM to (or recre-

this issue [1].

nance personnel judge the need for

ates the VM on) good hardware thereby

scaling and do so if needed in cases that

restoring the communications software

automatic execution by the system is

to a normal state.

5.2 Scaling

difficult. An example of auto-scaling is

As described above, improving ease

shown in Figure 3.

of connection at times of congestion

Similar to scaling, healing comes in
two types: “auto-healing” in which the

can be achieved by a technique called

Today, at the dawn of NFV, there is

system detects a hardware or VM fail-

“scaling.” Scaling means increasing or

a need for both auto-scaling and manu-

ure and automatically executes a heal-

decreasing communications software and

al scaling. In the future, though, ex-

ing process, and “manual healing” in

VMs according to hardware and VM

panding the scope of auto-scaling will

which maintenance personnel judge the

load conditions to optimize processing

enable more rapid scaling in response

need for scaling and do so if needed in

power. Specifically, adding VMs to im-

to greater amounts of communications

cases that automatic execution by the
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traffic.

Virtualization
platform

General-purpose
hardware

Scaling operation (auto-scaling)
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system is difficult. An example of auto-

up of many units of general-purpose

etc.) connected to such general-purpose

healing is shown in Figure 4.

hardware, the communications software

hardware must track this movement of

is launched on the most optimal de-

communications software.

At present, there is a need for both

ployment destination.

auto-healing and manual healing, but

An example of instantiation is shown

the aim going forward is to improve re-

in Figure 5.

liability even further by expanding the
scope of auto-healing.
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In conventional systems, communiware operate in an integrated manner.

6. NFV and New Network
Issue

5.4 Instantiation

cations software and dedicated hardThus, once the accommodating relationship between the hardware and
network devices has been decided, set-

Finally, early provision of services

The ability to launch and move

tings (such as Virtual LAN (VLAN)*9

can be achieved by a technique called

communications software on and to

trunk port*10 settings) based on the com-

“instantiation.” This technique prepares

general-purpose hardware through NFV

munications requirements of that com-

a VM on general-purpose hardware and

has many advantages. At the same time,

munications software can be registered

launches communications software on

dynamically moving communications

beforehand in the network devices.

that VM. Once the resources needed by

software having particular communica-

However, in NFV, there is absolutely

the communications software based on

tions requirements among general-purpose

no knowledge as to what type of com-

resource usage conditions have been

hardware units raises a new issue. That

munications software will be launched

secured from the resource pool made

is, network devices (switches, routers,

at the point in time that the accommo-
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*9
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Storage
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NIC

HDD

Virtualization
platform

General-purpose
hardware

Healing operation (auto-healing)

VLAN: Technology enabling the creation of a
logical network irrespective of the physical
connection layout. Since communications software connects to various networks, VLAN can
be used to separate those networks appropriately.

*10 Trunk port: A port that belongs to multiple
VLANs. The values of the VLANs to which the
port belongs to must be set.
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Prepares a VM on generalpurpose hardware and launches
communications software
VM

VM

Communications
software

Communications
software
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Hypervisor

10
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Instantiation

dating relationship with hardware is de-

technology makes it possible to both

multivendor products and resource de-

termined. There is therefore a need for

improve connectivity in the communi-

sign taking reliability and ease of oper-

a means of dynamically registering set-

cations network—a key social infra-

ation into account, NTT DOCOMO

tings tied to the launching and move-

structure—and reduce CAPEX/OPEX,

launched commercial services using NFV

ment of communications software.

which has heretofore been difficult to

technology in March 2016.

NTT DOCOMO is introducing NFV

achieve. At present, discussions are be-

Going forward, NTT DOCOMO

combined with SDN to solve this issue.

ing held on standardizing inter-system

plans to apply the results of its world-

Another special article in this issue de-

interface specifications for NFV, which

leading activities in combining multi-

scribes SDN [2].

applies virtualization technology to car-

vendor products to making further con-

rier networks. NTT DOCOMO has con-

tributions to the development of NFV.

7. Conclusion

tributed to dramatic advances in this

In this article, we provided an over-

field by promoting proactive standardi-

view of virtualization technology, de-

zation activities and taking up the chal-

scribed current issues faced by network

lenge of developing NFV under a mul-

operators, presented a solution based on

tivendor product configuration. It has

the application of virtualization tech-

also become a world leader in introduc-

nology, described elemental virtualiza-

ing NFV and associated SDN network

tion technologies, and discussed a new

technology in its communications net-

issue generated by the introduction of

work.

NFV.
The application of virtualization
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